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Introduction: The use of online follow-up services (OFUS) is becoming an

increasingly important supplement to hospital care. Through OFUS, patients

can find their doctors in online health communities (OHCs) and receive remote

medical follow-ups after hospital treatment. However, the rate of e�ective use

of OFUS by current patients is still low, and there is an urgent need for research

to investigate the online information factors that a�ect patients’ e�ective use of

OFUS.

Methods: Based on the elaboration likelihoodmodel (ELM) of persuasion and an

analysis of a panel dataset including 3,672 doctors in a leading OHC in China, this

study explores how online information from doctors’ knowledge contributions

and patient feedback influences patients’ e�ective use of OFUS.

Results: The results show that both doctors’ knowledge contributions and

patient feedback positively influence patients’ e�ective use of OFUS. Doctors’

paid knowledge contributions and patients’ paid feedback have stronger

persuasive e�ects than doctors’ free knowledge contributions and patients’ free

feedback, respectively. Moreover, there is a substitutional relationship between

doctors’ paid and free knowledge contributions and between patients’ paid and

free feedback in influencing patients’ e�ective use of OFUS.

Discussion: The findings of this study suggest that OHC platforms and

healthcare providers should account not only for the persuasive e�ects of

doctors’ knowledge contributions and patient feedback but also for influential

di�erences and relationships between the types of doctors’ knowledge

contributions and patient feedback to better persuade patients to e�ectively

use OFUS.

KEYWORDS

online follow-up services, online health communities, doctors’ knowledge contribution,

patient feedback, e�ective use

Introduction

Medical follow-ups are important for improving patients’ health outcomes andmedical

experiences (1). Through medical follow-ups, doctors can monitor patients’ health status,

answer their questions, modify their treatment plan and medicine regimen, and more.

Traditionally, offline face-to-face communication and telephone communication between

doctors and patients have been the primary means of medical follow-ups (2). However,

the travel costs and time demands of participating in offline follow-ups have led to a high

patient no-show rate for follow-ups, which has been a persistent threat to public health

(3). Although telephone follow-up communication may reduce the costs for patients,
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it does not allow for immediate access to medical records

and test results or proper medical record-keeping, which can

lead to incomplete discussions and discontinuity of care. The

scheduling and coordination of telephone appointments can also

pose challenges that potentially inconvenience both patients and

providers (4). In recent years, the rapid development of online

health communities (OHCs) in China has made it possible for

doctors to provide medical follow-up services through online

channels, which could reduce costs for patients and improve

medical follow-up efficiency and outcomes (5).

Several OHCs (e.g., haodf.com in China, Speedoc in Singapore)

have already introduced online follow-up services (OFUS) (5).

With this option, a patient can first visit a doctor through an

offline channel, such as a hospital or clinic, for an in-person

consultation, examination, or treatment with the doctor. After the

offline visit, the patient can utilize the doctor’s OFUS, through

which the doctor can continue serving the patient online in regard

to subsequent health recovery and future plans. Thus, through

the OFUS, the patient can still communicate with the doctor who

assisted them in the hospital or clinic. In the usage mode of OFUS

on the haodf.com platform, for instance, the patient first scans

a QR code to find their doctor online. Then, they enter their

demographic information, fill in the offline treatment date, and

upload certifications of offline treatment (e.g., medical records and

receipts) with the doctor. Once the doctor verifies the patient’s

identity and the relevant documents, the patient can use their

OFUS to communicate with the doctor and receive appropriate

ongoing health follow-up management. Online follow-up services

present significant advantages as an important mode of online

doctor-patient communication. For example, asynchronous online

communication can facilitate a flexible and convenient exchange

of information between a patient and their doctor without time-

or location-related restrictions (6). Moreover, patients and doctors

can easily access medical histories, lab results, imaging reports, and

treatment plans, which could foster more informed andmeaningful

follow-up communication (7).

Despite these advantages, there is still a low adoption rate of

OFUS by patients in China. More importantly, the majority of

current adopters of OFUS do not use OFUS effectively to manage

their health or even engage in any follow-up communication with

their doctors. Patients may be hesitant to use OFUS because they

lack trust in this emerging medical follow-up service, especially

due to concerns about health privacy and data security on OHC

platforms (8). However, previous research on health information

technology (IT) suggests that only the effective use (and not the

simple adoption) of IT-based health portals can improve patients’

health outcomes (9). To better understand this phenomenon, it is

crucial to investigate the online information factors that influence

patients’ effective use of OFUS. Such inquiries can yield valuable

insight for optimizing the communication strategies of OHC

platforms and healthcare providers to encourage positive use of

OFUS by patients.

As an emerging medical follow-up model, OFUS have not been

carefully examined in the literature. To the best of our knowledge,

only one study by Li et al. (10) has explored the effects of several

online information factors on patients’ use of doctors’ OFUS.

However, their study focused on whether patients registered for

doctors’ OFUS (i.e., simple adoption behaviors of OFUS) rather

than patients’ effective use behaviors of OFUS, and it considered

a limited range of persuasive online information factors. To fill

the research gaps, the present study aims to determine which

online information on OHC platforms influences patients’ effective

use of OFUS. We adopt the elaboration likelihood model (ELM)

of persuasion as the theoretical basis to explore how patients

process online information cues when making decisions relating

to the effective use of OFUS. The ELM suggests that individual

attitudes and behaviors are influenced by persuasive information

through two routes: the central route and the peripheral route

(11). When processing information through the central route,

individuals must devote considerable cognitive effort to think

critically about issue-related arguments and assess the arguments’

quality. By comparison, peripheral route processing requires less

cognitive effort because it relies on simple heuristic information

(e.g., source credibility). In practice, individuals are often affected

simultaneously by central and peripheral cues of persuasive

information (12).

Following previous research using the ELM (10, 13), this study

considers the information from doctors’ knowledge contributions

as a central cue and the information from patient feedback as a

peripheral cue. In most OHCs, the knowledge contributions of

doctors include both paid and free knowledge contributions (14).

Both types are based on the doctors’ medical expertise, which

directly relates to the doctors’ service quality; thus, patients use the

central route to process them. Similarly, patient feedback on most

OHC platforms has both paid and free forms, but it is provided by

patients to doctors (15). This feedback is considered an important

source of electronic word of mouth (eWOM) that reflects a doctor’s

credibility (13). Hence, patients process patient feedback through

the peripheral route. In view of the above discussion, we aim

to answer the following research questions to establish how the

effective use of OFUS by patients is influenced by the different types

of online information.

(1) How do doctors’ knowledge contributions, including both

paid and free knowledge contributions, influence patients’ effective

use of OFUS? Which one has a stronger effect? Do they have

a substitutional relationship in influencing patients’ effective use

of OFUS?

(2) How does patient feedback, including both paid and free

patient feedback, influence patients’ effective use of OFUS? Which

one has a stronger effect? Do they have a substitutional relationship

in influencing patients’ effective use of OFUS?

The answers to these questions can clarify how different types

of online information influence patients’ effective use of OFUS.

Such knowledge could assist OHC platforms and OFUS providers

in designing better information communication strategies that

persuade patients to positively use OFUS.

Literature review

Medical follow-ups

The body of research on medical follow-ups can be classified

according to the mode of service delivery. The first stream of
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literature mainly centers on medical follow-ups rendered through

offline face-to-face visits. Numerous studies have demonstrated

the value of these offline follow-ups for mitigating patient

morbidity and mortality (16), curbing readmission rates (17), and

improving patient satisfaction (18). Moreover, some research has

explored how intervention strategies, such as email reminders

(19), telephone reminders (20), and short message services (SMS),

could increase patient adherence to offline medical follow-ups

(21). Related studies have found that these intervention strategies

can reduce non-attendance among patients who require long-term

medical follow-ups (22).

The second stream of literature focuses on medical follow-

ups conducted through telephone communication (i.e., telephone

follow-ups). These studies have investigated the effectiveness of this

means of follow-up in different contexts, such as the improvement

of patients’ medication compliance (23), adherence to therapeutic

regimens (24), post-discharge health outcomes (25), and patient

satisfaction (26). Furthermore, research has compared telephone

follow-ups to traditional offline follow-ups. For example, Booker

et al. (27) found that telephone follow-ups were amenable to the

majority of patients as a substitute for offline follow-ups. Multiple

studies have empirically identified the benefits of telephone follow-

ups, which include convenience (2) and lower costs (28).

As an emerging channel of medical follow-ups, OFUS

is becoming increasingly popular and gaining widespread

attention. However, existing research on medical follow-ups

has predominantly addressed traditional offline face-to-face

and telephone follow-ups, and there is a noticeable research

gap concerning patients’ use of OFUS. Given the importance

of OFUS in the digital healthcare ecosystem, its usage deserves

further exploration.

Online information and patient decisions

The OHC around doctor-patient communication has emerged

as a transformative solution in the healthcare industry to bridge

the gap between medical providers and patients through digital

channels (29). Doctors on OHC platforms offer multiple healthcare

services, such as online consultation services, offline appointment

services, and OFUS, that cater to patients’ various healthcare needs

(30). The dynamic engagement of both doctors and patients in

OHCs has led to a prolific generation of online health information

in two main forms: doctors’ knowledge contributions and patient

feedback information (31).

Doctors’ knowledge contributions encompass a wealth of

medical knowledge that healthcare professionals provide to

patients. Knowledge contributions can be paid or free (32). With

paid knowledge contributions, doctors furnish specialized insights,

treatment recommendations, and medical expertise for patients

who seek personalized guidance by purchasing online consultation

services (33). With free knowledge contributions, doctors add to

the OHC platform’s reservoir of health knowledge by sharing health

knowledge information at no cost (34). Such contributions include

the dissemination of health science education articles, which can

empower patients with information about their conditions and

wellness practices.

Patient feedback refers to the evaluations and comments

provided by patients based on their personal experiences with

medical consultations. This feedback is a significant component

of eWOM (35), as it informs prospective patients about a doctor’s

competence, bedside manner, and overall service quality (36). Like

doctors’ knowledge contributions, patient feedback can be paid or

free (15). Paid feedback is a distinctive service feedback mechanism

on OHC platforms that allows patients to purchase virtual gifts

(e.g., digital cards) conveying their gratitude and appreciation for

the guidance and care of their doctor. Meanwhile, free feedback

is given through non-monetary actions, such as writing online

reviews, posting thank-you letters, and casting votes. Although no

financial transaction is involved, free feedback also reflects patient

satisfaction with the medical services of a doctor.

Given the importance of online healthcare services, previous

research has extensively investigated online information factors

influencing patients’ use of doctors’ online healthcare services.

However, extant research has mainly centered on patients’ use

decisions regarding online consultation services (i.e., how patients

select a doctor for online consultations) (13, 37, 38) and offline

appointment services (i.e., how patients select a doctor for offline

appointments) (39–41) and has not fully investigated patients’ use

of doctors’ OFUS, especially their effective use behaviors in this

context (10).

Only one study has examined the role of doctors’ online

service quality (e.g., paid knowledge provision) and eWOM (e.g.,

free patient feedback) in the adoption of OFUS by patients after

offline treatment (10). While that study provides insight into

patients’ adoption of OFUS, it mainly emphasized decision-making

and overlooked patients’ effective use behaviors with OFUS.

Maintaining a continuum of care and improving patients’ health

outcomes requires effective use (rather than simple adoption)

of OFUS. The aforementioned study did not comprehensively

consider the broader spectrum of online information (e.g.,

doctors’ free knowledge contributions, patients’ paid feedback) that

potentially influences patient engagement with OFUS. To enhance

the effectiveness and utilization of OFUS as an important element

of the digital healthcare ecosystem, it is imperative to understand

the impacts of a wider array of online information on patients’

effective use of OFUS.

Theoretical framework and research
hypotheses

The elaboration likelihood model

The ELM is a widely used theory of persuasion (11). This model

offers a compelling framework for how people process and respond

to persuasive messages (42). According to the ELM, people’s

attitudes and behavioral changes are influenced by persuasive

information through two routes of information processing—the

central route and the peripheral route (11)—which involve different

levels of elaboration. Through the central route, individuals

carefully scrutinize a message, evaluate its argument, and consider

the relevant information. Processing through the central route

is characterized by thoughtful analysis, critical thinking, and a

focus on the content of the message. This type of processing leads
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to lasting attitude changes and a stronger persuasive effect. By

comparison, the peripheral route requires less cognitive resources,

as it relies on heuristic or peripheral cues, such as source credibility,

attractiveness, or emotional appeal, in making judgments about

a message. Peripheral processing involves quicker, less intensive

evaluations and can produce temporary attitude adjustments that

are more susceptible to change. In theory, people can process a

message exclusively via the central route or the peripheral route,

but empirical observations have indicated that, in reality, message

elaboration often takes place at a moderate level that utilizes both

routes (12).

The ELM has been applied to study a wide range of health-

related topics, such as health behavior changes (43, 44), mobile

health app adoption (45), health information adoption (46), and

the use of health services (13). Studies using the ELM have reported

that both central cues and peripheral cues can simultaneously

influence health attitudes and behavioral changes of individuals.

For example, in a study of online health service use, Cao et al.

(13) applied the ELM to explore the effects of central cues (e.g.,

doctors’ paid knowledge contributions) and peripheral cues (e.g.,

patient votes) on patients’ selection of online consultation services.

In the present study, the ELM similarly provides a conceptual

foundation to understand how the online information cues of

doctors’ knowledge contributions and patient feedback influence

patients’ effective use of OFUS.

The following sections explain why doctors’ knowledge

contributions (the central cue) are processed through the central

route, while patient feedback (the peripheral cue) is processed

through the peripheral route. Subsequently, we elaborate on the

research hypotheses concerning the predictive relationship between

information from doctors’ knowledge contributions or patient

feedback and patients’ effective use of OFUS (see Figure 1).

Central cues: doctors’ knowledge
contributions

In the current study, we regard doctors’ knowledge

contributions (both paid and free) as the central route cue

because they directly relate to doctors’ online service quality. As

discussed above, doctors’ knowledge contributions are generally

supported by the medical expertise, research, and experience of

the doctors (33). According to the ELM (11), this information

is a central cue because its expert-driven, authoritative, and

information-rich nature requires patients to use more cognitive

processing effort. Thus, when individuals encounter information in

the form of doctors’ knowledge contributions, they are more likely

to engage in central-route processing, which involves scrutinizing

the content of the information, critically evaluating its quality, and

assessing its relevance to their own health concerns. This concept

aligns with the idea of systematic processing, wherein an individual

carefully evaluates the argument presented in a message (47).

In the literature on persuasion and communication, message

quality is consistently considered a primary aspect (48, 49). In

the ELM, argument quality pertains to how readers subjectively

perceive the argument of a persuasive message and whether they

deem it robust and compelling or feeble and fallacious (48). An

individual forms their attitude toward a message by carefully

deliberating the merits and quality of the argument it presents.

The argument quality predominantly shapes individuals’ attitudes

toward a message by prompting thoughtful consideration of the

presented argument’s merits. Similarly, in the online healthcare

context, service quality is considered a significant antecedent of

patients’ use of doctors’ online services (10, 13). Since patients

usually believe that doctors who provide higher-quality service

will be more capable of diagnosing and treating their disease,

they tend to be most concerned with a doctor’s service quality.

By this logic, in the context of the present study, patients should

more likely to effectively use a doctor’s OFUS if that doctor

has a higher online service quality. Information about a doctor’s

knowledge contributions is an important central cue that patients

can carefully process through the central route to assess the

doctor’s service quality. A high level of knowledge contributions

by a doctor can better persuade their offline patients to use their

OFUS after receiving offline treatment. Accordingly, we propose

the following hypothesis:

H1: A doctor’s knowledge contributions (both paid and free) will

have a positive influence on patients’ effective use of OFUS.

While both paid and free knowledge contributions by doctors

are significant central cues, they may differ in their argument

strength in persuasive communication. Argument strength is

a significant concept in persuasion (50, 51). It refers to the

quality, strength, and persuasiveness of an argument employed in

persuasive communication. Petty and Cacioppo (11) have stated

that the strength of an argument is foundational to its quality,

as the “strong version of the message” offers compelling evidence

to support a point of view, whereas the “weak version of the

message” relies more heavily on quotations, personal opinions, and

illustrative examples.

In our study, the paid knowledge contribution information

stems primarily from doctors’ one-on-one paid consultation

services for patients. This information encompasses detailed

medical insights with higher specialization, depth, and specificity

(33). Thus, it can provide patients with a more profound

impression of the doctor’s professional service quality (13).

In contrast, free knowledge contribution information often

prioritizes accessibility and simplicity with the aim of enhancing

patients’ health literacy (34). These contributions mainly

manifest as sharing health popular science articles or content

(e.g., illustrative examples) targeting a broader audience and

emphasizing relatability and ease of understanding (52). While free

knowledge contribution information provides valuable insight into

a doctor’s medical expertise, it may not showcase the same level

of detailed medical expertise seen in paid knowledge contribution

information. Thus, the argument strength of free knowledge

contributions should be weaker than that of paid knowledge

contributions. On this basis, we consider a paid knowledge

contribution to be a central cue with a strong argument (i.e., a

strong central cue) and a free knowledge contribution to be a

central cue with a weak argument (i.e., a weak central cue).

Extant research suggests that a message with a strong argument

has a more persuasive effect than a message with a weak
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FIGURE 1

Research framework based on the ELM.

argument (11, 44). Strong arguments tend to elicit a higher

number of favorable or unfavorable thoughts about a phenomenon

and fewer counter-arguments, whereas weak arguments are less

thought-provoking and more susceptible to rebuttals (11, 53).

Thus, in the present study, doctors’ paid knowledge contributions

should generate a stronger persuasive effect on patients’ decisions

regarding the effective use of OFUS compared to free knowledge

contributions. Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:

H2: Doctors’ paid knowledge contributions will have a stronger

effect on patients’ effective use of OFUS compared to free

knowledge contributions.

In addition, according to the ELM (11), patients might need

to allocate more cognitive resources to carefully process and

evaluate paid knowledge contribution information compared to

free knowledge contribution information. Due to the limitation

of patients’ cognitive resources when processing information

through the central route, an increase in the processing of paid

knowledge contributions may correspond to a decrease in the

processing of free knowledge contributions. Thus, the persuasive

effect of paid knowledge contribution information, a strong central

cue, is likely to substitute that of free knowledge contribution

information, a weak central cue. Accordingly, we hypothesize

the following:

H3: Doctors’ paid knowledge contributions and free knowledge

contributions will have a substitutional relationship in influencing

patients’ effective use of OFUS.

Peripheral cues: patient feedback

This study considers patient feedback as the peripheral route

cue. As discussed above, patient feedback includes paid feedback

in the form of virtual gifts as well as free feedback, such as online

reviews, thank-you letters, and votes. This feedback information

can be seen as emotional and heuristic cues because it represents

expressions of gratitude and appreciation from patients to doctors

(31, 35). Subsequent patients can quickly scan this information

and assess the doctors’ service quality based on these emotional

cues without engaging much cognitive effort. Therefore, according

to the ELM (11), patient feedback on OHC platforms would be

processed by patients via the peripheral route due to its emotionally

expressive nature and ease of processing.

Most extant research regards consumer feedback (e.g., online

consumer reviews) as an important form of eWOM for service

providers (54, 55). In the eWOM communication literature,

eWOM represents a prominent signal of the trustworthiness of

service providers (56). The ELM literature suggests that source

credibility information, such as eWOM, positively influences

individuals’ attitudes via the peripheral route (57). Similarly, patient

feedback, as eWOM for doctors, may influence patients’ trust in the

OFUS of doctors through the peripheral route (13). Especially when

patients lack themotivation or ability to deeply process information

from doctors’ knowledge contributions, patient feedback can offer

a “shortcut” in decision-making by shaping patients’ perceptions of

and attitudes toward the online service quality of doctors. Patients

may be more likely to engage in actively effective use of a doctor’s

OFUS if that doctor has received more free or paid feedback from

other patients. In other words, doctors receiving more free or paid

feedback can motivate their offline patients to effectively use their

OFUS. Accordingly, we hypothesize the following:

H4: Patient feedback, including paid and free feedback, will have

a positive influence on patients’ effective use of OFUS.

Although paid and free feedback from patients both fall within

the realm of peripheral cues, they might have different levels of

argument strength and thus result in heterogeneous persuasive

effects on subsequent patients. This difference can be explained

by the ELM’s peripheral route and the underlying psychological

mechanisms. Commitment and investment are significant factors

related to the argument strength of patient feedback.When patients

opt to give paid feedback (e.g., virtual gifts), they not only convey

appreciation but also dedicate financial resources to express their

satisfaction (58). This financial investment indicates a deeper

level of commitment to and involvement in the doctor-patient

relationship, which signals that the patient highly approves of

the doctor’s medical services (15). This commitment acts as a

robust peripheral cue that contributes to the argument strength of

paid feedback. The perceived credibility of paid feedback can also

derive from the belief that individuals spend money judiciously,
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especially when publicly endorsing a medical service. The inherent

assumption is that patients would not invest financially unless

they were genuinely satisfied with the doctor’s medical services

(59). This assumption enhances the credibility of paid feedback.

While free feedback also holds value, it might have a comparatively

lower argument strength due to the absence of a direct investment.

Because free feedback does not involve a financial transaction, it

may be perceived as easier to offer and therefore less indicative of a

deep-seated belief in the doctor’s service quality (15). In this regard,

we consider paid feedback to be a peripheral cue with a strong

argument (i.e., a strong peripheral cue) and free feedback to be a

peripheral cue with a weak argument (i.e., a weak peripheral cue).

Thus, we propose the following:

H5: Paid feedback will have a stronger positive influence on

patients’ effective use of OFUS compared to free feedback.

In addition, given the higher argument strength of paid

feedback, it could potentially overshadow the impact of free

feedback. Doctors who have received more paid feedback may have

already generated positive eWOM that transfers a clear cue of

their service quality to patients. In this case, more paid feedback

might motivate patients to make a quick and relatively effortless

decision, which would diminish the effects of information cues

in free feedback. Extant research has found that paid feedback

and free feedback have a substitutional relationship in influencing

patients’ selection of online consultations (15). Likewise, in regard

to patients’ effective use decisions about doctors’ OFUS, we propose

the following:

H6: Paid feedback and free feedback will have a substitutional

relationship in influencing patients’ effective use of OFUS.

Methods

Research context and data collection

Our research context is the leading Chinese OHC haodf.com.

This OHC platform, like Zocdoc and Amwell in the United States,

provides an online channel for patient-doctor communication.

Doctors on this platform can provide several types of medical

services for patients, such as online consultation services, offline

appointment services, and OFUS. As of July 2023, over a quarter

of a million doctors have registered with their real names on

this platform and have served more than 84 million patients.1

Thus, the platform has a wealth of doctor-patient information.

After registering on the platform, a doctor will set up a personal

homepage displaying information such as a list of medical services

they provide, posts about medical popular science shared by

the doctor, online service records, patients’ online reviews, and

virtual gifts as well as a detailed profile containing the doctor’s

personal image, name, medical title, working hospital, specialty,

medical skills, and outpatient information. This large volume of

information offer a suitable research context to investigate the

effects of different online information on patients’ effective use of

OFUS. Figure 2 displays an example of a doctor’s homepage.

1 For details, please see https://www.haodf.com/info/aboutus.php.

Since the online information on a doctor’s homepage is publicly

observable and accessible, we developed a Python program to crawl

the above-mentioned information about doctors. Our research

covered the period from January 2018 to January 2020. In our

sampling of doctors, we mainly focused on those specialized

in two specific chronic diseases, namely diabetes and coronary

heart diseases, since chronic diseases often require regular and

repeated treatment and follow-ups. To ensure the relevance of

our analysis, we limited our dataset to only those doctors who

had registered on the OHC platform prior to January 2018, the

starting point of our observationwindow, andwho provided at least

one paid online consultation and one follow-up service during the

observation window. Through this selection process, we identified

a sample of 3,672 doctors. Subsequently, we constructed a panel

dataset for the 25-month research period. The 1-month level is

considered appropriate in the current context because patients’

follow-up communication with doctors through OFUS may not

occur immediately after their offline treatment. The final dataset

consists mainly of each sampled doctor’s basic characteristics (e.g.,

title, hospital, specialty, online tenure), paid online consultation

records and online follow-up records, shared posts about medical

popular science, and information about patients’ online reviews,

ratings, and virtual gifts. In the following section, we explain how

we used this information to measure our research variables.

Measurement

Patients’ e�ective use of OFUS
Since each sampled doctor’s OFUS records are accessible on the

platform, we were able to observe the follow-up communication

records. We noticed that many patients did not communicate

with their doctor at all after adopting their OFUS. In view of

this observation and previous research (9), we judged that a

patient engaged in effective use of OFUS if they had at least

one communication with their doctor after adopting their OFUS.

Otherwise, we concluded that the patient adopted the OFUS but did

not effectively use it. Given that the privacy protection policy of the

platform prevents the observation of patient-level characteristics,

we constructed our variables at the doctor-month level. Following

similar studies (13, 31), we used the number of patients who

effectively used a doctor’s OFUS each month to measure patients’

effective use of the OFUS for each sampled doctor.

Doctors’ knowledge contributions
For each sampled doctor, the doctor’s paid knowledge

contribution was measured by the cumulative number of paid

online consultation services that the doctor provided to patients,

in line with previous research (10, 30). As discussed, doctors can

charge certain fees for online consultation services for patients.

Through paid online consultation services, doctors answer

patients’ medical questions. Thus, we considered the cumulative

number of paid online consultation services provided by a doctor

to be representative of the doctor’s provision of health knowledge

to patients and the doctors’ medical expertise. A doctor’s free

knowledge contribution was measured by the cumulative number
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FIGURE 2

An example of a doctor’s homepage.

of posts about medical popular science that the doctor shared on

their homepage (34, 52). Doctors usually voluntarily share posts

about medical popular science on their homepages to broaden

patients’ basic knowledge. For example, one doctor shared posts

addressing the questions, “Can diabetics eat fruit?” and “What are

the dangers of high blood pressure?” Patients can read these posts

to gain health knowledge without any extra financial cost. Thus,

we considered the cumulative number of posts about medical

popular science to reflect the free knowledge contribution of

the doctor.

Patient feedback
For each sampled doctor, wemeasured patients’ paid feedback as

the cumulative number of virtual gifts that the doctor had received

from patients, in accordance with previous research (15, 58). After

an online consultation, a patient can buy a virtual gift to give to

the doctor if they were very satisfied with the doctor’s medical

services. This virtual gift is similar to a digital card expressing

appreciation for a doctor’s service. Doctors can obtain monetary

rewards corresponding to the price of these virtual gifts. Thus, the

gifts can be regarded as a type of paid feedback from patients.
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Besides giving virtual gifts, patients on the platform can post

gratitude letters to share feedback about the doctor’s services.

Thus, following previous research (15), we measured patients’ free

feedback as the cumulative number of gratitude letters that a doctor

received from patients. Through gratitude letters, patients can

provide text-based feedback about services (e.g., “Awesome doctor,

everything I needed done was attended to quickly and generally

cares about the wellbeing of the patient”). Unlike the virtual gifts,

gratitude letters are free to write. Thus, we regarded these letters as

a type of free feedback from patients. Notably, both the gratitude

letters and the virtual gifts are associated with positive feedback

about a doctor’s service quality.

Control variables
Our control variables included two time-variant factors that

might influence patients’ use of a doctor’s OFUS: the doctor’s

online rating and online tenure. The online rating of each doctor

was measured by the doctor’s cumulative average rating from

patients (60). Online ratings reflect patient satisfaction and thereby

influence the use decisions of subsequent patients. Meanwhile,

a doctor’s online tenure was measured by the number of days

that had passed since the doctor created their personal homepage

(10, 13). The online tenure reflects the doctor’s experience with

providing online services. A longer online tenure indicates more

experience. Thus, we controlled for both online rating and online

tenure to reduce confounding effects. The doctors’ demographic

characteristics (e.g., age, gender, title, hospital) were not included

as control variables because the two-way fixed effects model based

on panel data in the empirical analysis could control for these time-

invariant variables (61). Table 1 displays the variable measurements

and descriptive statistics.

Empirical analysis

We employed a two-way panel fixed effects model (61) fully

utilizing the panel data to reduce the effects of confounding factors

while investigating the impacts of doctors’ knowledge contributions

and patient feedback on patients’ effective use of OFUS. We used

the doctor-fixed effects to control for time-invariant doctor-related

factors (e.g., doctor’s title, age, gender, other unobserved personality

factors) and used the time-fixed effects to account for time-specific

dynamics (e.g., seasonal factors, social policy changes). Based on

the two-way panel fixed effects model, we estimated the following

regression Equation (1):

Effective_Useit = β0 + β1Paid_Contributionit +

β2Free_Contributionit + β3Paid_Feedbackit + β4Free_

Feedbackit + β5Paid_Contributionit × Free_Contributionit +

β6Paid_Feedbackit × Free_Feedbackit + Controls+

λi + µt + εit (1)

where i refers to a sampling doctor, and t refers to a month.

Effective_Useit is the dependent variable. Our independent variables

include Paid_Contributionit , Free_Contributionit , Paid_Feedbackit

and Free_Feedbackit . The coefficients β1∼β4 are the regression

estimators of our main interest quantifying the effects of doctors’

knowledge contributions and patient feedback, respectively, on

patients’ effective use of OFUS. λi refers to the doctor-fixed effects,

and µt is the monthly fixed effects. Controls include the observed

and time-variant control variables Ratingit and Tenureit . Finally,

εit is the error term. We performed a log transformation for

the dependent and independent variables due to their dispersed

distributions. We report clustered-robust standard errors to reduce

the potential issues of heteroskedasticity and serial correlation (62).

Results

Main results

We used ordinary least squares (OLS) to estimate the two-

way fixed effects model. Table 2 presents the estimation results

hierarchically. We first estimated model (1) with control variables

and independent variables before adding the interaction terms,

Paid_Contributionit × Free_Contributionit and Paid_Feedbackit ×

Free_Feedbackit , to estimate model (2). To reduce multicollinearity

concerns, we calculated the variance inflation factor (VIF) for our

variables. We found that no VIF statistic is >5, which suggests the

absence of multicollinearity concerns.

As shown in Column (1), the coefficients of both

Paid_Contributionit and Free_Contributionit are significantly

positive (β1 = 0.245, p < 0.01; β2 = 0.187, p < 0.01). This

result implies that doctors’ paid knowledge contributions and free

knowledge contributions positively influence patients’ effective use

of OFUS, which supports hypothesis H1. Thus, when doctors have

contributed more paid or free knowledge, their patients will be

more likely to positively use their OFUS.

To test hypothesis H2, which predicts a difference in the

influences of Paid_Contributionit and Free_Contributionit , we first

conducted a T-test for their coefficients. The testing results show

that their betas are significantly different from each other (p <

0.01). Given that the coefficient magnitude of Paid_Contributionit
is higher than that of Free_Contributionit (i.e., β1 > β2), doctors’

paid knowledge contributions seem to have a stronger effect

on patients’ effective use of OFUS compared to free knowledge

contributions. This finding supports hypothesis H2.

The results in Column (1) also show that both Paid_Feedbackit
and Free_Feedbackit have positive and significant coefficients (β3 =

0.132, p < 0.01; β4 = 0.092, p < 0.05), which indicates that

patients’ paid and free feedback positively impact their effective

use of OFUS. Specifically, when doctors receive more paid or

free feedback, patients are more likely to positively use their

OFUS. Meanwhile, the T-test results of their coefficients show

that their betas are significantly different (p < 0.01). Given that

the coefficient magnitude of Paid_Feedbackit is higher than that

of Free_Feedbackit (i.e., β3 > β4), it appears that patients’ paid

feedback has a stronger effect on patients’ effective use of OFUS

compared to patients’ free feedback. Hence, hypotheses H4 and H5

are supported.

Hypothesis H3 predicts a substitutional relationship between

paid knowledge contributions and free knowledge contributions.

As shown in Column (2), the coefficient of the interaction
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TABLE 1 Variable definitions and descriptive statistics.

Variables Measurements Mean SD

Patients’ effective use of doctors’ OFUS (Effective_Useit) The number of patients who have effectively used a doctor’s OFUS. 13.292 28.126

Paid knowledge contribution (Paid_Contributionit) The cumulative number of paid online consultation services that a doctor

provides to patients.

1,334.756 2,465.713

Free knowledge contribution (Free_Contributionit) The cumulative number of posts about medical popular science that a doctor

shares.

19.158 87.640

Paid feedback (Paid_Feedbackit) The cumulative number of virtual gifts that a doctor receives from patients. 122.477 279.942

Free feedback (Free_Feedbackit) The cumulative number of gratitude letters that a doctor receives from

patients.

91.821 152.784

Online rating (Ratingit) The cumulative averaging rating that a doctor receives from patients. 4.737 0.226

Online tenure (Tenureit) The number of days since a doctor opens the homepage. 2,018.483 976.137

term Paid_Contributionit × Free_Contributionit is significant but

negative (β5 = −0.004, p < 0.1), which suggests that doctors’

paid knowledge contributions and free knowledge contributions

have a substitutional relationship in influencing patients’ effective

use of OFUS. Furthermore, the strong central cue, paid knowledge

contributions, negatively moderates the impact of the weak central

cue, free knowledge contributions, on patients’ effective use of

OFUS. In other words, when doctors have provided a substantial

amount of paid knowledge, the positive effect of free knowledge

contributions on patients’ effective use of OFUS will be weaker.

Thus, hypothesis H3 is supported.

Similarly, the results in Column (2) show that the interaction

term Paid_Feedbackit × Free_Feedbackit has a significant and

negative coefficient (β6 = −0.067, p < 0.01), which indicates that

patients’ paid feedback and free feedback also have a substitutional

relationship in influencing patients’ effective use of OFUS. This

result further suggests that paid feedback, a strong peripheral cue,

has a negative moderating effect on the relationship between free

feedback, a weak peripheral cue, and patients’ effective use of OFUS.

That is, the positive effect of free feedback on patients’ effective use

of OFUS will weaken as the amount of paid feedback from previous

patients increases. Hypothesis H6 is therefore supported.

Additional analyses

To test the robustness of our results, we conducted two

additional robustness checks. First, since our dependent variable

is a non-negative integer, we performed a count data model as a

robustness check of our findings across model specifications. Given

the excessive dispersion of the values of our dependent variable, we

estimated a more suitable count model, namely a panel negative

binomial regression model. Column (1) of Table 3 reports the

estimated results, which are consistent with our main findings.

Second, we performed a subsample analysis. In China, doctors’

titles are usually divided into four ascending levels: resident

doctors, attending doctors, deputy chief doctors, and chief doctors.

A high-level title usually indicates that the doctor has extensive

medical expertise and more service experience. According to the

doctors’ titles, we differentiated our overall sample into two groups:

high-title doctors and low-title doctors. We regarded chief doctors

as high-title doctors and the other doctors as low-title doctors (63).

We then re-estimated our regression equations for both the high-

title and low-title doctor samples. As shown in Columns (2) and (3)

of Table 3, the results still support our main findings.

Third, in our main analysis, we mainly focused on the positive

free feedback. However, in our research context, patients can

provide negative feedback by posting negative online reviews.

Therefore, we performed a supplement analysis to examine the

impact of negative patient feedback (i.e., negative online reviews)

on patients’ effective use of OFUS. The estimated coefficient of

negative patient feedback is significantly negative (β = −0.04, p

< 0.05), which indicates that negative patient feedback discourages

patients from effectively using OFUS.

Discussion and implications

Discussion

Based on the ELM, the current study has investigated the effects

of doctors’ knowledge contributions (paid and free) and patient

feedback (paid and free) on patients’ effective use of doctors’ OFUS.

We considered the doctors’ knowledge contributions to be central

cues processed through the central route and patient feedback

to be peripheral cues processed through the peripheral route.

The empirical findings of our analysis using a large set of panel

data reveal important insights regarding patients’ use behaviors of

doctors’ OFUS through online communication platforms.

First, our findings show that both doctors’ knowledge

contributions and patient feedback have a positive relationship

with patients’ effective use of doctors’ OFUS, possibly because they

are positive central and peripheral cues, respectively, of doctors’

online service quality. Thus, doctors who have made extensive

paid and free knowledge contributions or received more paid or

free feedback from patients are more likely to persuade offline

patients to positively use their OFUS. This finding is supported

by the ELM literature stating that positive central cues and

peripheral cues can positively influence individuals’ behavior and

decisions (11, 13). These findings are also similar to those of

prior research on the effects of online information on patients’ use

decisions regarding doctors’ online services. For example, Cao et al.

(13) found that doctors’ paid knowledge contributions for repeat
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TABLE 2 Estimation results.

(1) (2)

Variables Model 1 Model 2

Paid_Contributionit 0.245∗∗∗ 0.193∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.019)

Free_Contributionit 0.187∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.058)

Paid_Feedbackit 0.132∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.039)

Free_Feedbackit 0.092∗∗ 0.306∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.048)

Paid_Contributionit
∗ Free_Contributionit −0.004∗

(0.002)

Paid_Feedbackit
∗ Free_Feedbackit −0.067∗∗∗

(0.009)

Ratingit 0.481∗∗∗ 0.483∗∗∗

(0.100) (0.102)

Tenureit −0.425∗∗∗ −0.435∗∗∗

(0.046) (0.046)

Constant −0.393 −0.515

(0.561) (0.565)

Observations 91,165 91,165

R-squared 0.113 0.118

Number of doctors 3,672 3,672

Doctor FE YES YES

Time FE YES YES

Clustered-robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1.

patients had a positive impact on subsequent patients’ choices

of online consultation services, and Meng et al. (52) determined

that doctors’ free knowledge contributions encouraged potential

patients to use their online consultation services. Similarly, in a

study on patient feedback, Yang and Zhang (15) found that both

paid and free feedback can positively influence subsequent patients’

choices of online consultation services. Compared to these extant

studies, which have mainly focused on one particular type of online

information based on cross-sectional data, the current research has

investigated a broader spectrum of online information within a

single study, and our use of panel data provides more convincing

empirical evidence that patients value different types of online

information in their effective use decisions regarding OFUS.

Second, this study has found that doctors’ paid knowledge

contributions and patients’ paid feedback have stronger effects

on patients’ effective use of OFUS compared to free knowledge

contribution and free feedback, respectively. That is, paid doctors’

knowledge contributions and paid patient feedback can better

persuade patients to actively use OFUS compared to free

knowledge contributions and free feedback. These differential

effects demonstrate that paid knowledge contributions have more

argument strength than free knowledge contributions, and the

argument strength of paid feedback is stronger than that of

free feedback. These findings can be explained by related ELM

literature positing that a message with a strong argument often

generates a greater persuasive effect than a message with a weak

argument (11, 44). Furthermore, our findings can be supported by

the signaling theory in management research, which dictates that

signalers (e.g., doctors) can send signals that reflect their service

quality to receivers (e.g., patients). After observing the signals

from signalers, receivers can evaluate the service quality of the

signalers and then take specific actions (e.g., purchasing or using a

doctor’s services). According to this theory, the strength and value

of one signal are related to its cost (64). In the present study,

both doctors’ knowledge contributions and patient feedback can

be considered important signals related to doctors’ service quality.

Therefore, paid knowledge contributions and paid feedback might

have a higher signaling strength than free knowledge contribution

and free feedback, respectively, because of the high-level financial

cost. In addition, previous research has found that the effect of

paid feedback on patients’ choice of online consultation services

is greater than the effect of free feedback (15), which supports our

findings to some extent.

Third, in addition to the main effect, this study has investigated

the relationship between different central cues (and different

peripheral cues) in shaping patients’ effective use of OFUS.

The results show a substitutional relationship in influencing

patients’ effective use of OFUS between doctors’ paid knowledge

contributions and free knowledge contributions and between

patients’ paid feedback and free feedback. This finding might

be related to the argument strength of the information cues

and the information processing of individuals (11, 43). Since

paid knowledge contributions have more argument strength than

free knowledge contributions, we speculate that processing more

paid knowledge contributions through the central route might

lead to less processing of free knowledge contributions. Thus,

the persuasive effect of paid knowledge contributions is likely

to substitute that of free knowledge contributions in influencing

patients’ effective use of OFUS. Similarly, since paid feedback has

more argument strength than free feedback, patients may rely

primarily on paid feedback to make quick, lower-effort decisions

through peripheral route processing, thus reducing their reliance

on the information cues of free feedback. If so, to some extent,

the persuasive effect of paid feedback is likely to substitute that of

free feedback in influencing patients’ effective use of OFUS. This

conclusion is consistent with previous research suggesting that paid

feedback and free feedback have a substitutional relationship in

influencing patients’ selection of online consultation services (15).

Research implications

This study contributes to the literature on the ELM, medical

follow-ups, and online healthcare services.While the ELM has been

widely applied in health-related research (43, 46), the application

of the ELM to online healthcare services and OFUS in particular is

still in its infancy (13). Compared to previous research, the current

study extends the persuasive outcomes in the ELM literature
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TABLE 3 The results of robustness checks.

(1) (2) (3)

Variables Negative binomial regression High-title doctors Low-title doctors

Paid_Knowledgeit 0.310∗∗∗ 0.203∗∗∗ 0.255∗∗∗

(0.059) (0.028) (0.074)

Free_Knowledgeit 0.158∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.018) (0.027)

Paid_Feedbackit 0.377∗∗∗ 0.372∗∗∗ 0.359∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.068) (0.053)

Free_Feedbackit 0.286∗∗∗ 0.307∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗

(0.042) (0.059) (0.071)

Paid_Knowledgeit
∗

−0.038∗∗∗ −0.031∗∗ −0.015∗∗

Free_Knowledgeit (0.009) (0.016) (0.007)

Paid_Feedbackit
∗ −0.034∗∗∗ −0.087∗∗∗ −0.054∗∗∗

Free_Feedbackit (0.008) (0.012) (0.012)

Ratingit 0.843∗∗∗ 0.488∗∗∗ 0.444∗∗∗

(0.097) (0.149) (0.139)

Tenureit −0.258∗∗∗ −0.369∗∗∗ −0.498∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.068) (0.061)

Constant −5.283∗∗∗ −0.925 0.059

(0.545) (0.855) (0.760)

Observations 91,160 35,338 55,827

R-squared 0.135 0.106

Number of doctors 3,671 1,433 2,239

Doctor FE YES YES YES

Time FE YES YES YES

Clustered-robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗p < 0.1.

with an investigation of patients’ effective use behaviors regarding

OFUS. Furthermore, the results in our research context suggest

that the argument strength of a message might be associated

with its financial attribute, and a strong central (peripheral) cue

might substitute the persuasive effects of a relatively weak central

(peripheral) cue, which further enriches the findings in the extant

literature on the ELM (11).

This study also adds to the literature on medical follow-ups

and online healthcare services. Previous research on medical

follow-ups has focused on offline and telephone follow-ups

and mainly explored their effects on patients’ health outcomes

(16, 24). Although Li et al. (10) have investigated several online

factors influencing patients’ adoption of OFUS, research has

rarely attempted to empirically examine patients’ effective

use of OFUS. Compared to a simple adoption behavior,

effective use of OFUS is far more important for patients

to effectively manage their health after offline diagnosis

and treatment.

This study has key practical implications for OHC platforms

and healthcare providers. First, the findings indicate that online

information about both doctors’ knowledge contributions and

patient feedback positively influences patients’ effective use of

OFUS. Thus, OHC platforms should optimize their website

design to display online information about doctors’ knowledge

contributions and patient feedback in a more user-friendly way

that allows offline patients to gather more relevant information

from doctors’ homepages. This information can help patients learn

more about doctors’ OFUS, encourage them to better evaluate

the target doctors and actively use their OFUS, and ultimately

increase user traffic and active participation of patients on OHC

platforms. Second, doctors who provide OFUS on OHC platforms

should better manage their online information to highlight high

medical service quality, attitude, and eWOM. For example,

they can actively deliver paid health knowledge contributions

through online consultation services, contribute more free health

knowledge by posting health science education articles, and strive

to elicit more paid and free feedback from patients. Through

such efforts, doctors can promote active OFUS use among offline

patients who have been treated and diagnosed by them in hospitals.

This action will help realize long-term communication between

doctors and patients and reduce strained relationships between

them, especially in China. Moreover, offline patients who use
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doctors’ OFUS are likely to be converted into consumers of the

doctors’ paid consultation services, which can further improve the

economic return for doctors (52).

Limitations and future directions

This study has several limitations that highlight directions for

future research. First, we used empirical data deriving from only

one OHC in China, which potentially limits the generalizability

of our results. Future work should test our research model based

on other OHCs in different cultural contexts. Second, we sampled

doctors who specialize in chronic diseases, because of the high

applicability of OFUS for patients with chronic diseases. However,

it would be worthwhile for researchers to empirically evaluate

our findings among doctors specialized in other diseases. Third,

because of the unavailability of patient-level data, we constructed

doctor-level panel data to examine patients’ effective use of

OFUS. Thus, the study does not include measures related to

patient characteristics (e.g., health literacy, motivation, attitude).

To further investigate the factors associated with patients and their

impact, future studies can collect more relevant patient-level data

via survey methods to better understand patients’ effective use

of OFUS. Finally, we measured patients’ effective use of OFUS

by observing whether a patient had at least one communication

interaction with their doctor after adopting the doctor’s OFUS.

To comprehensively evaluate patients’ effective use of OFUS,

future research can perform content analyses on doctor-patient

communication during the online follow-up process.

Conclusion

The digitalization process is underway within many healthcare

systems, including that of China. Online follow-up services in

OHCs are a key component of this healthcare digitalization

movement. However, since OFUS is a novel mode of medical

follow-up communication, its effective use rate among patients is

still relatively low. For OFUS to be effective, it is essential to explore

online information factors that influence patients’ effective use of

OFUS. The present study has revealed that doctors’ knowledge

contributions (both paid and free) and patient feedback (both

paid and free) can play important roles in persuading patients

to effectively use OFUS. In sum, the findings of this study not

only enrich the extant literature on medical follow-ups and online

healthcare services but also provide valuable insights for OHC

platforms and healthcare providers, who can better persuade

patients to effectively use OFUS by optimizing communication

strategies and can ultimately contribute to improving patients’

health outcomes.
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